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Abstract

The effects of mechanical stimuli to which cells are 
exposed in vivo are, at best, incompletely understood; 
in this respect, gene-level information regarding cell 
functions which are pertinent to new tissue formation is 
of special interest and importance in applications such as 
tissue engineering and tissue regeneration. Motivated by 
this need, the present study investigated the early responses 
of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) to intermittent 
shear stress (ISS) and to cyclic hydrostatic pressure (CHP) 
simulating some aspects of the biological milieu in which 
these cells exist in vivo. Production of nitric oxide (NO) 
and mRNA expression of several known mechanosensitive 
genes as well as ERK1/2 activation in the hMSC response 
to the two mechanical stimuli tested were monitored and 
compared. NO production depended on the type of the 
mechanical stimulus to which the hMSCs were exposed 
and was significantly higher after exposure to ISS than to 
CHP. At the conditions of NO peak release (i.e., at 0.7 Pa 
for ISS and 50,000 Pa for CHP), ISS was more effective 
than CHP in up-regulating mechanosensitive genes. 
ERK1/2 was activated by ISS but not by CHP. The present 
study is the first to report that PGTS2, IER3, EGR1, IGF1, 
IGFBP1, ITGB1, VEGFA and FGF2 are involved in the 
response of hMSCs to ISS. These findings establish that, 
of the two mechanical stimuli tested, ISS is more effective 
than CHP in triggering expression of genes from hMSCs 
which are bioactive and pertinent to several cell functions 
(such as cell differentiation and release of specific growth 
factors and cytokines) and also to tissue-related processes 
such as wound healing.

Keywords: Human mesenchymal stem cells, shear 
stress, hydrostatic pressure, NO, mechanosensitive genes, 
ERK1/2.
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Introduction

Tissue engineering has sought to simulate the biochemical 
and biophysical milieu to which tissues (and their 
constituent cells) are exposed in vivo by judicious 
choices of chemical and mechanical stimuli applied to 
cultured cells (including stem cells) in vitro. This is the 
rationale that bone-related cells, for example, have been 
cultured under dynamic conditions in various bioreactors 
systems (Gardel et al., 2014; Yeatts et al., 2013). Since 
in such cases, however, cells are exposed simultaneously 
to a combination of mechanical stimuli (specifically, 
shear stress and/or tensile stresses as well as hydrostatic 
pressure), it is not possible to isolate and, thus, identify 
the specific mechanical stimulus that triggers cellular 
responses pertinent to new tissue formation.
 Elucidation of this important aspect (specifically, 
identification of the mechanical stimulus responsible for 
cell responses and functions of physiological processes 
pertinent to clinical applications) could have major 
implications in the production, for example, of bone 
constructs of clinically-relevant sizes. In this respect, 
harvesting a small sample of bone marrow, isolating 
autologous, human, mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs), 
expanding them in vitro, and inducing differentiation 
into the osteogenic phenotype (Friedenstein et al., 1966; 
Friedenstein et al., 1968) has great, but yet not fully 
realised, potential for tissue engineering applications. It 
should be noted that the effect of shear stress (at 1.2 Pa for 
90 min) on the proliferation and differentiation of hMSCs 
cultured on tissue-culture polystyrene was reported in the 
literature (Grellier et al., 2009; Scaglione et al., 2008). 
Very few studies (for example, Huang and Ogawa, 2012; 
Miyanishi et al., 2006) have addressed the impact of 
hydrostatic pressure alone on hMSCs at the cellular and 
molecular levels. To date, there are no literature reports 
comparing the effects of these two mechanical stimuli on 
hMSC differentiation.
 The objective of the present study was, therefore, to 
investigate and compare the early responses of human 
MSCs (cultured onto flat, tissue-culture polystyrene plates) 
when these cells were exposed to either shear stress or 
hydrostatic pressure. To this aim, first NO production, a 
hallmark of cell response to mechanical loading (Tjabringa 
et al., 2006), was assessed as a function of either applied 
intermittent shear stress (ISS) or cyclic hydrostatic 
pressure (CHP). Subsequently, the effects of ISS and 
CHP on the expression of select, early, mechanosensitive, 
hypoxia-related, osteogenic genes as well as on ERK1/2 
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activation (a pathway which participates in cellular 
mechanotransduction) were assessed and compared to the 
level of the mechanical stress which had induced maximal 
NO release from hMSCs.

Materials and Methods

Cyclic pressure system
A custom-made, cyclic, computer-operated, pressure 
system (Fig. 1), inspired by published models (Nagatomi 
et al., 2001), was designed, built and calibrated. The 
pressure system used in the present study exposed cells to 
mechanical stimulation by increasing the pressure of the 
gaseous phase above the supernatant media under which 
the cells were cultured (Fig. 1). Briefly, a Labview program 
(National Instruments, Nanterre, France) controlled 
and maintained cyclic, sinusoidal pressure in the range 
of 0 to 100,000 Pa and a frequency in the range of 0 to 
2 Hz, in a sealed, stainless steel, pressure chamber. This 
chamber was designed to contain six, round, tissue-culture 
polystyrene dishes (each 6 cm in diameter). The desired 
pressure level was achieved by using a pressure regulator 

and continuously monitoring the pressure of the gas phase 
inside the pressure chamber by opening and closing (as, 
and when, needed) the inlet (high pressure) and outlet (low 
pressure) solenoid valve relays that controlled the flow of 
a humidified air mixture (containing 78 % N2, 20.9 % O2, 
0.9 % Ar, 0.03 % CO2, 0.17 % other gases) into and out 
of the pressure chamber. A control chamber, similar to the 
pressure chamber but not exposed to pressure, was used 
to maintain the control specimens during experiments. For 
the purpose of the present study, both chambers were kept 
and operated in a humidified, 37 °C, 5 % CO2/balance air 
environment. The pressure (P1, P2) and temperature (T1, 
T2, T3, T4) values in the chambers were monitored in real 
time using pressure and temperature transducers (Fig. 1).

Shear stress system
Exposure of the cell distal membranes to shear stress 
was achieved by flowing the cell-culture liquid medium 
through low-wall microchannels (μ-Slide) on whose 
surfaces (2.5 cm2) the cells were cultured; during these 
experiments, the medium flow was in the axial direction 
of the microchannels (μ-Slide).

Fig. 1. Schematic (not to scale) illustration of the laboratory system used to exposed cells to cyclic hydrostatic 
pressure (CHP). This pressure system was used to expose cells to mechanical stimulation by increasing the pressure 
of the gaseous phase above the supernatant media under which the cells were cultured. Briefly, a Labview program 
controlled and maintained cyclic and sinusoidal pressure in the range of 0 to 100,000 Pa above atmospheric pressure 
and a maximum frequency of 2 Hz in a sealed, stainless steel, pressure chamber. This chamber was designed to 
accommodate a stack of six, round (each 6 cm in diameter) cell-culture, tissue-culture polystyrene dishes. The chosen 
pressure level of the gas phase inside the pressure chamber was maintained under continuous monitoring using a 
pressure regulator and by opening and closing as, and when, needed the inlet (high pressure, HP) and outlet (low 
pressure, LP) solenoid valve relays that controlled the flow of a humidified air mixture into and out of the pressure 
chamber. A control chamber, similar to the pressure chamber but maintained at atmospheric pressure, was used to 
maintain the control specimens during the experiments with cells. Both chambers were kept, and operated, in a 
humidified, 37 °C, 5 % CO2/balance air environment. The pressures (P1, P2) and temperatures (T1, T2, T3, T4) inside 
the two chambers were monitored in real time using respective pressure and temperature transducers. (A) View of the 
laboratory pressure system used to expose cells to CHP. (B) Magnified view of the pressure chamber.
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 The  Ib id i  Pump Sys tem ( Ib id i - In tegra ted 
BioDiagnostics, Am Klopferspitz, Germany), used for 
this purpose, consisted of the following components: (i) the 
Ibidi Pump (which is a computer controlled air pump); (ii) 
the Fluidic Unit (consisting of two, cell-media reservoirs 
connected to an air pressure pump; (iii) a perfusion set; 
(iv) μ-Slide; and (v) an electrically-controlled valve set 
(Fig. 2). This system allows either continuous or pulsatile, 
unidirectional flow of the cell-culture medium through the 
microchannels (μ-Slide) at a constant rate in the range of 
0.03 to 35 mL/min, corresponding to a shear stress of 0.03 
to 15 Pa, respectively. For the purposes of the present study, 
the Fluidic Unit was kept and operated in a humidified, 
37 °C, 5 % CO2/balance air environment.

Calibration of the mechanical systems
The temperature inside the compression chamber was 
monitored while this chamber was maintained under 
standard cell culture conditions. The maximum temperature 
increase recorded, under 100,000 Pa, 2 Hz for 3 h was 
0.5 °C. To validate the applied pressure, a pressure of 
50,000 Pa was applied in the two compression chambers 
before each experiment and the values were measured using 
the two pressure transducers P1 and P2.
 The Ibidi Pump Control software controlled the 
outgoing pressure applied to the Fluidic unit. Shear 
stress due to flow rate was only a result of the outgoing 
pressure, the defined perfusion set and the specific μ-Slide 
(Note: these operating details were provided by Ibidi, the 
manufacturer of the instrument). Before each experiment, 
the flow rate was measured (according to the procedure 
recommended by Ibidi) to ensure that the shear stress 
applied to the cells corresponded to the chosen value.

 These calibration results provided assurance regarding 
the performance of the two mechanical systems, which 
were then used in the experiments with cells.

Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs)
Human MSCs were isolated from human bone marrow 
obtained as discarded tissue during routine bone surgery 
after patient informed consent and in accordance with 
the procedures approved by the Human Experimentation 
and Ethic Committees of the Lariboisiere Hospital (Paris, 
France). Two preparations of hMSCs at passage 2 were 
used in the present study: one contained MSCs from one 
donor; the other was a mixture of MSCs from six donors. 
MSCs from one donor were used in the NO-related 
experiments. When more donors became available, it was 
decided to combine their cells into one sample in order 
to minimise variability across these donors. This cell 
preparation, the sample of MSCs mixed from six donors, 
was used in all other experiments. Harvesting of hMSCs 
was accomplished as follows (Bensidhoum et al., 2004): 
The aspirated bone marrow was diluted in α-Minimal 
Essential Medium (αMEM) media. Nucleated cells were 
counted and suspended in α-MEM containing 10 % foetal 
calf serum (FCS). Primary nucleated cells were seeded at 
the density of 105 cells/cm2 of tissue-culture polystyrene 
surface area, and were cultured under standard cell culture 
conditions (i.e., 5 % CO2/balance air, humidified, 37 °C 
environment). After three days of culture, non-adherent 
cells were discarded during supernatant media change. 
The supernatant cell-culture medium was changed three 
times a week during cell expansion. When the cells were 
confluent (within about 12 days of culture), the hMSCs 
were detached using 0.25 % trypsin-EDTA and were 

Fig. 2. Schematic (not to scale) illustration of the Ibidi system used to expose cells to intermittent shear stress 
(ISS). Except for the computer and electronic components, the rest of the Ibidi system was kept, and operated, in a 
humidified, 37 °C, 5 % CO2/balance air environment during experiments with cells. The Shear Stress (Ibidi) System 
contained a computer controlled air pump and a Fluidic Unit (i.e., two media-containing reservoirs connected to one 
cell-containing perfusion chamber). Cells seeded onto the bottom surface of the perfusion chamber were exposed 
to the prescribed shear stress.
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plated at the density of 3 × 103 cells/cm2 in tissue culture 
polystyrene dishes for further cell culture.

Exposure of hMSCs to either shear stress or 
hydrostatic pressure
hMSCs suspended in αMEM (containing 10 % FCS) 
were seeded at 44 × 103 cells/cm² onto either a perfusion 
polystyrene chamber (µ-Slide I0.4, measuring 50 × 5 mm2; 
Am Klopferspitz, Germany) or on the bottom surface of 
cell culture polystyrene dishes (each 6 cm in diameter) and 
allowed to adhere (under standard cell culture conditions) 
for 2 h; at that time, the supernatant media were replaced 
with fresh αMEM (containing 2 % FCS) and the cells were 
cultured overnight under standard cell culture conditions. 
The next day, the media in the perfusion chamber and the 
supernatant in the cell culture dishes were replaced by fresh 
αMEM (containing 2 % FCS); the cells were kept under 
standard cell culture conditions for 30 min before exposure 
to the mechanical stimuli of interest to the present study.
 Shear stress was applied by connecting the perfusion 
chamber to the Ibidi system. The cells were then exposed to 
shear stress of either 0.1, 0.7, 2.1 or 4.2 Pa and a frequency 
of 2.8 Hz for 30 min. Controls for these experiments were 
hMSCs maintained in parallel under similar cell culture 
conditions but not exposed to shear stress.
 For the cyclic hydrostatic pressure experiments, three, 
cell-containing, tissue culture polystyrene dishes were 
placed inside the pressure chamber. The hMSCs were then 
exposed to cyclic hydrostatic pressure of either 10,000, 
50,000, 75,000 or 100,000 Pa at 2 Hz for 30 min. Controls 
for these experiments were hMSCs maintained in parallel 
under similar cell culture conditions but not exposed to 
cyclic hydrostatic pressure.

Assays for determining select hMSC responses to 
mechanical stimuli
Measurement of nitric oxide
Immediately following exposure of hMSCs to the 
mechanical stimuli tested, the supernatant media of each 
experimental and respective control samples were collected 
and stored at −80 °C until determination of their NO 
content. For this purpose, the combined nitrite NO2

− and 
nitrate NO3

− (stable metabolites of NO) was determined 
using the Griess reagent (containing 1 % sulphanilamide, 
0.1 % naphthylethylenediamine dihydrochloride, and 
2.5 M H3PO4) method, and a Nitrate/Nitrite colorimetric 
assay kit (Cayman Chemical Company, Ann Arbor, 
MI, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Addition of the Griess reagent converted the nitrite 
contained in each sample of interest to the present study 
to a purple azo compound. Quantitation of the Nitrate/
Nitrite concentration was determined using in parallel 
serial NaNO2 dilutions (in the 5-35 µM range) in αMEM 
(containing 2 % FCS) to obtain a nitrate standard curve; the 
detection limit of this assay was 1 µM. Light absorbance of 
each sample was measured at 540 nm using a microplate 
reader (µQuant, BIO-TEK Instrument Inc, Colmar, 
France).

Real time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
Cells, from the experimental and respective control samples, 
were collected at prescribed time points, specifically, 
immediately, as well as 1 h and 6 h after exposure of the 
cells to each mechanical stimulus tested. Expression of 
the mRNA of select genes was determined quantitatively 
using RT-PCR. For this purpose, total RNA was isolated 
from the hMSCs using the TRIzol® Reagent method 
and following the manufacturer’s (Invitrogen, Illkirch, 
France) instructions. The RNA concentration and purity 
were determined using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer 
(NanoDrop 1000, Labtech, Palaiseau, France). Following 
isolation, 500 ng total RNA was reverse-transcribed 
into cDNA using the Superscript II Transcriptase Kit 
(Invitrogen) and random hexamers (used as primers). 
Each RT-PCR analysis was performed in triplicate using 
25 ng cDNA (RNA equivalent). Amplification of the 
cDNA using TaqMan® gene expression assays of genes 
encoding for PTGS2, PTGES, IER3, EGR1, RUNX2, ALP, 
HIF1A, VEGFA, ITGB1, FGF2, IGF1, IGFBP1 and 18S 
(all reagents were from Applied Biosystems Inc, Illkirch, 
France; Hs00167257_m1, Hs01573472_g1, Hs00610420_
m1, Hs00174674_m1, Hs00152928_m1, Hs00231692_m1, 
Hs01029144_m1, Hs00936371_m1, Hs00900054_m1, 
Hs00559595_m1, Hs00266645_m1, Hs01547656_m1, 
Hs00236877_m1 and Hs 99999901_s1, respectively) and 
TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems 
Inc) were performed using an iCycler thermocycling 
apparatus (MyiQTM Single-Color Real-Time PCR; Bio-
Rad Laboratories, Marnes la Coquette, France). For gene 
expression measurements, the endogenous control 18S 
RNA (house-keeping gene which has a constant expression 
level in hMSCs) was used as an internal control in relative 
RT-PCR. Relative gene expression (fold change) was 
calculated using the 2-ΔΔCT method and was stated as 
increase above baseline, that is, gene expression from 
hMSCs cultured under standard cell-culture conditions in 
the absence of either shear stress or hydrostatic pressure 
for similar time periods.

Western blot analysis
After exposure to either shear stress or hydrostatic pressure, 
the hMSCs were washed immediately with ice-cold 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and scraped from their 
respective substrates. Proteins were extracted using cell 
lysis buffer (containing 62 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 10 % 
glycerol, 2 % sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), and 2 % 
β-mercaptoethanol) supplemented with phenyl methyl 
sulfonyl fluoride and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails I 
and II (all chemicals from Sigma-Aldrich, L’Isle d’Abeau 
Chesnes, France). Total protein concentration was 
determined using a bicinchoninic acid protein assay (BCA 
method; Bio-Rad). For Western blots, 10 µg of total protein 
was loaded on 7.5 % SDS-PAGE for electrophoresis and 
was electro-transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-
Rad). These membranes were subsequently blocked with 
Tris-buffered saline (containing 0.1 % Tween-20 and 5 % 
bovine serum albumin) at room temperature for 1 h. After 
blocking, each membrane was probed at 37 °C for 1 h with 
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the following primary antibodies (i) anti phosphorylated 
ERK1/2 (Thr202/Tyr204, #4370S; Cell Signalling, Ozyme, 
Saint Quentin Yvelines, France); and (ii) anti beta-tubulin 
(T4026; Sigma-Aldrich), which were used following the 
manufacturer’s protocols. In order to visualise the protein 
bands, anti-Rabbit secondary antibody (conjugated to horse 
radish peroxidase; Jackson ImmunoResearch, Newmarket, 
UK) and a chemo-luminescence detection system (Lumi-
Light Western blotting substrate; Roche, Meylan, France) 
were used. The protein bands were semi-quantitatively 
evaluated using densitometry. Values of the phospho-
ERK1/2 levels were normalised to their respective beta-
tubulin protein levels.

Inhibition and activation of phosphorylated ERK1/2
In order to confirm the role of phosphorylated ERK1/2 in 
the hMSCs mechano-induced response, U0126 (Sigma-
Aldrich) was used to inhibit ERK1/2 phosphorylation. 
For this purpose, the cells were pre-treated with 10 µM/
mL U0126 (under standard cell culture conditions) for 
30 min prior to their exposure to either intermittent shear 
stress or cyclic hydrostatic pressure. Phorbol 12-Myristate 
13-Acetate (PMA), a positive control of ERK activation, 
was used to induce ERK1/2 phosphorylation. For this 
purpose, hMSCs were exposed to a final concentration of 
500 ng/mL PMA (under standard cell culture conditions) 
for 30 min.

Statistical analysis
The NO production data from either ISS or CHP 
experiments were analysed by one-way ANOVA with 
Bonferroni’s post-hoc test. Gene up-regulation data 
from ISS and CHP for each gene were analysed using 
t-test analysis to assess statistical significance. t-test was 
performed to compare only two groups and one-way 
ANOVA was performed to compare 3 groups or more. The 
confidence interval was set at 95 %, and the significance 
level at p < 0.05. All experiments were run in triplicate at 
three separate times.

Results

Effects of mechanical stimuli on NO release from 
hMSCs
Intermittent shear stress
The mean value of NO (determined as combined NO2

− and 
NO3

−) production from hMSCs not exposed to intermittent 
shear stress (and maintained at atmospheric pressure) for 
30 min (controls) was 1.74 ± 1.19 µM (Fig. 3A, grey bar). 
After exposure of hMSCs to shear stress of either 0.1, 
0.7, 2.1 or 4.2 Pa above atmospheric pressure for 30 min, 
the mean values of NO were 9.22 ± 7.37, 24.62 ± 8.98, 
15.24 ± 11.41 and 8.61 ± 7.39 µM, respectively (Fig. 3A, 
black bars). Fold-increase values of NO in the supernatant 
media from hMSCs exposed to shear stress of either 0.1, 
0.7, 2.1 or 4.2 Pa above atmospheric pressure for 30 min 
were 5.28, 14.11, 8.73 and 4.93, respectively. Compared to 
results obtained from the respective controls (i.e., hMSCS 
not exposed to intermittent shear stress), the NO content in 
the supernatant media was significantly (p < 0. 05) higher 
than when the hMSCs were exposed to shear stress at 0.7 
and 2.1 Pa. Maximum NO release was obtained when the 
cells were exposed to an intermittent shear stress of 0.7 Pa 
for 30 min (Fig. 3A, black bar).

Cyclic hydrostatic pressure
The mean value of NO (determined as combined NO2

− 
and NO3

−) production from hMSCs not exposed to cyclic 
hydrostatic pressure at atmospheric pressure for 30 min 
(controls) was 1.80 ± 1.76 µM (Fig. 3B, grey bar). After 
exposure of hMSCs to cyclic hydrostatic pressure at either 
10,000, 50,000, 75,000 or 100,000 Pa above atmospheric 
pressure for 30 min, the mean NO values were 1.15 ± 0.11, 
4.69 ± 1.75, 2.81 ± 2.17 and 3.62 ± 1.73 µM, respectively 
(Fig. 3B, black-hatched bars). Compared to results obtained 
from the respective controls (i.e., hMSCs not exposed to 
cyclic hydrostatic pressure), fold-increase values of NO 
in the supernatant media of hMSCs exposed to CHP were 
0.64, 2.60, 1.56 and 1.69, respectively. Compared to the 
respective controls (i.e., hMSCs not exposed to pressure), 

Fig. 3. Effects of either ISS or CHP on nitric oxide (NO) production by adult human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs). 
(A) The hMSCs were exposed to ISS in the range of 0.7 to 4.2 Pa, at 2.8 Hz for 30 min. (B) The hMSCs were exposed 
to CHP in the range of 10,000 to 100,000 Pa, at 2 Hz for 30 min. *p < 0.05 (compared by one-way ANOVA with 
Bonferroni’s post-hoc test).
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Fig. 4. Time course of select gene expression by hMSCs exposed to either ISS (0.7 Pa at 2.8 Hz for 30 min) or CHP 
(50,000 Pa at 2 Hz for 30 min). Expression of early mechano-sensitive genes after exposure of hMSCs to the tested 
mechanical stimuli for the following time periods: (A) 0 h, (B) at 1 h, and (C) at 6 h. Expression of the ALP, RUNX2 
and HIF1A genes after exposure of hMSCs to the mechanical stimuli for the following time periods: (D) immediately 
(0 h), (E) at 1 h, and (F) at 6 h. Black bars = hMSCs exposed to ISS (0.7 Pa at 2.8 Hz) for 30 min. Hatched bars = hMSCs 
exposed to CHP (50,000 Pa at 2 Hz) for 30 min. *p < 0.05 (gene up-regulation under ISS compared to results obtained 
under CHP, T-test). ALP = alkaline phosphatase; EGR1 = early growth response 1; FGF2 = fibroblast growth factor 2; 
HIF1A = hypoxia inducible factor 1, alpha subunit; IER3 = immediate early response 3; IGF1 = insulin-like growth 
factor 1; IGFBP1 = insulin-like growth factor binding protein 1; ITGB1 = integrin beta 1; PTGES = prostaglandin E 
synthase; PTGS2 = prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase 2; RUNX2 = runt-related transcription factor 2; VEGFA 
= vascular endothelial growth factor A.
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Mechano-sensitive Genes

Results following exposure of adult human 
mesenchymal stem cells to:

Shear stress (SS) or hydrostatic pressure (HP) 
other cells

Shear stress Hydrostatic pressure

Gene
Protein: Full name
Protein: Function

Bone 
marrow 

tissue
Adipose 

tissue

Bone 
marrow 

tissue
Adipose

tissue

PTGS2

Prostaglandin-endoperoxide 
synthase
Converts arachidonic acid  to 
prostaglandin endoperoxide 
H2

Hoey 
et al. 

(2012)
UN UN UN

(SS) Goat adipose MSC, Knippenberg et al. (2005)
(SS) Mice osteoblast, Lau et al. (2006)
(SS) Rat MSC, Kreke et al. (2008)
(SS) Human Dental Pulpe Cell, Kraft et al. (2010) 
(SS) MG63, Lee et al. (2008)
(SS) MC3T3, Tanaka et al. (2005) 

PTGES
Glutathione-dependent 
prostaglandin E synthase
Generates prostaglandin E 
(PGE) from prostaglandin H2

UN UN UN UN (SS) MC3T3, Thi et al. (2007)

IER3
Radiation-inducible 
immediate-early gene IEX-1
Growth and stress associated 
early response gene

UN UN UN UN (stretching) human periodontal ligament cells, Wang 
et al. (2011)

EGR1

Early growth response 1
DNA binding protein 
transcriptional regulator. 
This is a nuclear protein and 
functions as a transcriptional 
regulator. 

UN UN UN UN
(SS) MC3T3, Ogata et al. (1997 and 2008) 
(SS) MG63, Lee et al. (2008)
(SS) MC3T3, Tanaka et al. (2005)

IGF1 Insulin-like growth factor
Growth factor activity UN UN UN UN (SS) Mice Osteoblast, Lau et al. (2006)

(SS) UMR-106 cell, Sharp et al. (2009) 

IGFBP1

Insulin-like growth factor 
binding protein 1
Signal transduction, tissue 
regeneration, cell protein 
metabolic response

UN UN UN UN (SS) Mice osteoblast, Lau et al. (2006)

ITGB1
Integrin beta 1
Receptors involved in cell 
adhesion

UN UN
(pressure/

distorsion )
Haudenschild 
et al. (2009)

UN

FGF2

Somatomedin C
Participant in biological 
processes including 
angiogenesis, embryonic 
development and wound 
healing.

UN UN UN UN (stretching) Rat MSC, Qi et al. (2009) 

VEGFA

Vascular endothelial growth 
factor A
Chemoattractant, growth 
factor, extracellular matrix 
binding, protein binding

UN UN UN UN (SS) MC3T3, Thi et al. (2007)
(SS) Rat MSCs, Sharp et al. (2009)

Osteogenic / Hypoxia-related genes

ALP
Alkaline phosphatase
Alkaline phosphatase activity. 
Involved  in the development 
of the skeletal system 

Grellier 
et al. 

(2009); 
Liu et al. 

(2011) 

UN (SS) Goat MSC, Knippenberg et al. (2005)

RUNX2
Runt-related transcription 
factor 2
Participant in Osteoblastic 
differentiation

Grellier 
et al. 

(2009); 
Liu et al. 
(2011); 
Hoey 
et al. 

(2012)

UN (SS) Goat Adipose MSC, Knippenberg et al. (2005) 

HIF1A
Hypoxia inducible factor 1, 
alpha
Expressed by cells under 
hypoxia

UN UN UN UN (stretching) Rat skeletal muscle, Milkiewicz et al. 
(2007) 

Abbreviations: ALP = alkaline phosphatase; EGR1 = early growth response 1; FGF2 = fibroblast growth factor 2; 
HIF1A = hypoxia inducible factor 1 alpha; IER3 = immediate early response 3; IGF1 = insulin-like growth factor; 
IGFBP1 = insulin-like growth factor binding protein 1; ITGB1 = integrin beta 1; PTGES = prostaglandin E synthase; 
PTGS2 = prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase 2; RUNX2 = runt-related transcription factor 2; VEGFA = vascular 
endothelial growth factor A; UN = Unknown.

Table 1. Genes monitored in the present study.
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release of NO in the supernatant media was significantly 
(p < 0.05) higher only when the hMSCs were exposed to 
cyclic hydrostatic pressure at 50,000 Pa for 30 min.

Effects of the mechanical stimuli on hMSC gene 
expression
Expression of early mechano-sensitive genes
In the present study, the following nine, early, mechano-
sensitive genes were selected and investigated (Table 
1): prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase 2 (PTGS2); 
prostaglandin E synthase (PTGES); immediate early 
response 3 (IER3); early growth response 1 (EGR1)); 

integrin beta 1 (ITGB1); fibroblast growth factor 2 
(FGF2); insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1); insulin-like 
growth factor binding protein 1 (IGFBP1); and vascular 
endothelial growth factor A (VEGFA). The effects of the 
two mechanical stimuli tested were determined using total 
mRNA samples which were collected either immediately, 
1 h, or 6 h after exposure of hMSCs to each mechanical 
stimulus tested and were analysed using real time RT-PCR.
 Compared to results obtained from respective controls 
(i.e., cells not exposed to the mechanical stimuli tested), 
the mean fold-upregulation of the genes monitored 
immediately after exposure of hMSCs to intermittent 

Fig. 5. Activation of ERK1/2 in response to exposure of hMSCs to either ISS (0.7 Pa at 2.8 Hz for 30 min) or to CHP 
(50,000 Pa at 2 Hz for 30 min). (A) Expression of phospho-ERK1/2 (ERK1/2-P) was detected by Western blotting 
using anti-p-ERK1/2 for five of the experimental conditions tested. b-Tubulin was used as an internal control. (B) Band 
densities for phosphorylated ERK1/2. The fold up-regulation of the phosphorylated ERK1/2 bands was normalised 
using the b-tubulin results. A t-test between the CHP control and the CHP 50,000 Pa showed no significant difference. 
ERK1/2 activation was significantly increased after exposure of the hMSCs to ISS (*p < 0.05, compared by one-way 
ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test).
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shear stress of 0.7 Pa and 2.8 Hz for 30 min, was 36.02 
for PTGS2, 8.33 for IER3, 14.73 for EGR1, 10.23 for 
IGF1 and 28.14 for IGBP1 (Fig. 4A, black bars). Gene 
fold-upregulation was maximum 1 h after exposure to 
intermittent shear stress of 0.7 Pa and 2.8 Hz for 30 min; 
the respective fold-values were 56.90 for PTGS2, 17.87 for 
IER3, 17.31 for IGF1, 38.93 for IGFBP1, 8.02 for ITGB1, 
16.74 for FGF2 and 14.31-fold for VEGFA (Fig. 4B, black 
bars). Six hours after exposure to intermittent shear stress 
of 0.7 Pa and 2.8 Hz for 30 min, gene fold-upregulation 
decreased but remained significantly (p < 0.5) elevated, 
for PTGS2 (22.25-fold), IER3 (7.4-fold), IGF1 (5.2-fold) 
and IGBP1 (26.9-fold) (Fig. 4C, black bars). Expression 
of the PTGES gene did not change after exposure to the 
mechanical stimuli.
 Expression of the PTGS2, PTGES, IER3, EGR1, IGF1, 
IGBP1 ITGB1 and FGF2 genes either immediately (0 h; 
Fig. 4A, black-hatched bars), 1 h (Fig. 4B, black-hatched 
bars) or 6 h (Fig. 4C, black-hatched bars) after exposure 
of hMSCs to cyclic hydrostatic pressure of 50,000 Pa and 
2 Hz for 30 min was similar to the respective controls.

Expression of the RUNX2, ALP and HIF1A genes
The effect of the mechanical stimuli tested on the 
osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs was determined by 
examining the mRNA expression of RUNX2 and ALP 
(Table 1). Expression of both the ALP and RUNX2 genes 
was similar to the respective controls (i.e., cells not exposed 
to the mechanical stimuli tested) after exposure of hMSCs 
to either the intermittent shear stress or cyclic hydrostatic 

pressure tested in the present study (Figs. 4D, 4E and 4F).
 Exposure of hMSCs to intermittent shear stress (at 
0.7 Pa and 2.8 Hz for 30 min) for 6 h resulted in 0.36-fold 
downregulation of the HIF1A gene (Fig. 4F, black bar). In 
contrast, exposure of hMSCS to cyclic hydrostatic pressure 
(at 10,000 Pa and 2 Hz for 30 min) for 6 h resulted in a 
2.13-fold upregulation of the HIF1A gene (Fig. 4F, black-
hatched bar).

Effect of the mechanical stimuli on ERK1/2 
activation in hMSCs
The phosphorylation levels of ERK1/2 after exposure of 
hMSCs to Phorbol 12-Myristate 13-Acetate (PMA), but 
not to either one of the mechanical stimuli tested, served as 
controls in determining the effect of the mechanical stimuli 
of interest in the present study on ERK1/2 in these cells. 
The representative western blot results shown in Fig. 5A 
illustrate the phosphorylation levels of ERK1/2 under five 
different experimental conditions: (i) in hMSCs not exposed 
to cyclic hydrostatic pressure; (ii) in hMSCs exposed to 
cyclic hydrostatic pressure of 50,000 Pa and 2 Hz for 
30 min; (iii) in hMSCs not exposed to intermittent shear 
stress; (iv) in hMSCs exposed to intermittent shear stress 
of 0.7 Pa and 2.8 Hz for 30 min; and (v) in hMSCs pre-
treated with U0126 (a specific inhibitor of ERK1/2) before 
exposure to intermittent shear stress of 0.7 Pa and 2.8 Hz 
for 30 min. The results of the phosphorylated ERK1/2 
band were normalised with respect to the beta-tubulin 
band (Figs. 5A and 5B). Significant (p < 0.5) changes 
were observed only when the hMSCs were exposed to 

Fig. 6. Qualitative evidence of increased ERK1/2 phosphorylation level in hMSCs exposed to ISS. Representative 
light micrographs of hMSCs immunostained for phosphorylated ERK1/2. (A) hMSCs not exposed to CHP; (B) 
hMSCs after exposure to CHP (50,000 Pa at 2 Hz for 30 min); (C) hMSCs after exposure to CHP (50,000 Pa at 
2 Hz for 30 min) in the presence of U0126 (10 mM/mL); (D) hMSC not exposed to ISS; (E) hMSCs after exposure 
to ISS (0.7 Pa at 2.8 Hz for 30 min); (F) hMSCs after exposure to ISS (0.7 Pa at 2.8 Hz for 30 min) in the presence 
of U0126 (10 mM/mL). Bar = 200 mm.
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intermittent shear stress of 0.7 Pa and 2.8 Hz for 30 min 
(Fig. 5B). Treatment of the hMSCs with U0126 prior to 
cell exposure to the aforementioned intermittent shear 
stress condition prevented phosphorylation of ERK1/2 
(Fig. 5A). In contrast, the level of phosphorylated ERK1/2 
did not change when the hMSCs were exposed to cyclic 
hydrostatic pressure of 50,000 Pa and 2 Hz for 30 min 
(Fig. 5A). These results are confirmed by the representative 
light micrographs in Fig. 6 (frames A through F), which 
illustrate ERK1/2 expression and inhibition under the 
conditions tested.

Discussion

The present study investigated, and compared, the early 
(in the order of minutes) responses of human MSCs to 
intermittent shear stress (ISS) and cyclic hydrostatic 
pressure (CHP) in order to determine which of these 
mechanical modalities is the most effective mechanical 
stimulus for hMSC differentiation and functions pertinent 
to new tissue formation. For this purpose, a panel of 
biomarkers associated with the responses of these cells 
to mechanical loading (Table 1) was assessed in order to 
establish differences and similarities in the responses of 
hMSCs to ISS and CHP.
 Specifically, production of NO, a signalling molecule 
which leads to cellular-level responses that govern bone 
adaptation through remodelling (Knothe et al., 1998), 
was induced in a rate-dependent manner within 30 min 
of exposure to either type of the mechanical stimulus 
tested. These results corroborated literature reports which 
had used hMSCs from various anatomical locations, 
specifically, from human dental pulp (Kraft et al., 2010), 
human adipose tissue (Tjabringa et al., 2006; Bassaneze 
et al., 2010), as well as MSCs derived from goat adipose 
tissue (Knippenberg et al., 2005), mouse osteoblasts 
(Mullender et al., 2006), and mouse osteocytes (Santos 
et al., 2009), and observed NO release in response to 
intermittent and to steady shear stress of either 0.6 or 1 Pa 
and an oscillation frequency of 5 Hz. To the best knowledge 

of the authors, the present study is the first to provide 
evidence that MSCs from human bone marrow release 
NO in response to a well-defined CHP stimulus (Fig. 3). 
NO is an important mediator of the response of bone cells 
to shear stress (Milkiewicz et al., 2007; Knothe et al., 
1998); in addition, there is a correlation between the NO 
production rate and the level of the mechanical stimulus 
(Tjabringa et al., 2006; Santos et al.,2009).
 It should be noted that the NO result in the present 
study was obtained when hMSCs cultured on rigid 
substrates were exposed to only a single mechanical 
stress, specifically, cyclic hydrostatic pressure. In contrast, 
when hMSCs loaded into 3D scaffolds were cultured 
in bioreactors they were exposed to a combination of 
mechanical stresses including shear stress, hydrostatic 
pressure and, sometimes, stretching. Under the conditions 
of the present study, the level of NO production was 
maximal when the hMSCs were exposed to either 0.7 Pa 
ISS or 50,000 Pa CHP (Fig. 3). These stress levels were 
considered optimal and were used subsequently for the 
rest of the experiments conducted in order to assess, and 
compare, similarities and differences in the responses of 
hMSCs to ISS and CHP. Most importantly, the results that 
NO production was significantly (p < 0.05) higher after 
exposure of hMSCs to ISS than to CHP (specifically, 14- 
versus 2.6-fold, respectively) suggest that, by comparison, 
ISS rather than low magnitude CHP is more effective in 
triggering NO release from hMSCs (Fig. 3).
 Expression of mRNA of a select panel of mechano-
sensitive genes (Table 1) was assessed at the optimal 
levels of the respective mechanical stimuli (i.e., 0.7 Pa 
for intermittent shear stress and 50,000 Pa for the cyclic 
hydrostatic pressure) established in the present study. 
Noteworthy aspects of these results are the great number 
of the affected genes, the notable differences in the 
genes expressed when hMSCs were exposed to the two 
mechanical stimuli tested and, most importantly, the scope 
of bioactivity of the respective compounds (Table 2).
 Most importantly, the present study provided the first 
evidence that (i) PTGS2, IER3, EGR1, IGF1, IGFBP1, 
ITGB1, VEGFA and FGF2 genes are expressed in the 

Gene Function References
early growth response 1 EGR1 •	 is a mechano-sensitive transcriptional factor

•	 stimulates IGF-1R
•	 is involved in growth, apoptosis, and differentiation
•	 plays an important role in bone formation in vivo
•	 participates in the bone healing process

•	 Press et al. (2014)
•	 Reumann et al. (2011)
•	 Reumann et al. (2014)

fibroblast growth factor 2 FGF2 •	 is involved in vascular development, angiogenesis and bone healing •	 Street et al. (2002)
insulin-like growth factor 
1 (IGF1)

IGF1 •	 induces growth and hypertrophy in mechanically-stimulated and 
damaged muscle both in vivo and in vitro

•	 has a role in the accumulation and preservation of bone mass
•	 Kawai et al. (2013
•	 Bikle et al. (2011).

insulin-like growth factor 
binding protein 1

IGFBP1 •	 binds insulin-like growth factors
•	 is related the ERK1/2 pathways
•	 promotes cell migration

•	 Hannemann et al. (2013)

integrin beta 1 (ITGB1) ITGB1 •	 is a cell-membrane receptor and a member of the integrin family
•	 is involved in cell adhesion, mechanosense, and tissue repair

•	 Carbonell et al. (2013)

prostaglandin-
endoperoxide synthase 2 

PTGS2 •	 catalyses the synthesis of prostaglandin E2
•	 mediates loading-induced bone formation
•	 is involved in bone fracture repair
•	 is regulated by ISS

•	 Tjabringa et al. (2006)

vascular endothelial 
growth factor A 

VEGFA •	 is involved in vascular development, angiogenesis and bone healing •	 Street et al. (2002)

Table 2. Biological/physiological functions of some genes monitored in the present study.
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response of human MSCs exposed to ISS, and that (ii) the 
FGF2 gene (but neither PTGES, EGR1 or VEGFA genes) 
are involved in the response of hMSCs to CHP. Last, but not 
least, the observed expression of mechano-sensitive genes 
(specifically, PTGS2, IER3, EGR1, IGF1, IGFBP1, ITGB1, 
FGF2 and VEGFA) returned to basal levels within 6 to 24 h 
after exposure of the hMSCs to the two mechanical stimuli 
tested (data not shown). This result from the present study 
is pertinent, and applicable, to the operation of bioreactors 
which are used for tissue engineering purposes: in order 
to promote the aforementioned gene level responses in the 
bioreactor milieu, repeated exposures of the cells to the 
mechanical stimulus may be required every 6 to 24 h.
 The effects of mechanical stimuli in the differentiation 
of hMSCs along specific phenotype pathways have been of 
great interest both in the cell biology and tissue engineering 
fields. Expression of RUNX2 (a gene towards the end 
of the middle part of the time course of differentiation 
along the osteogenic pathway) (Hughes et al., 2006) 
from hMSCS exposed to both mechanical stimuli tested 
in the present study was similar to that obtained from the 
respective controls (Fig. 4); these results are in agreement 
with literature reports of no changes in RUNX2 gene 
expression after exposure of hMSCs to shear stress of 
1.2 Pa for 30 min (Grellier et al., 2009). Upregulation of 
other genes associated with the osteogenic pathway (i.e., 
RUNX2, Osterix, ALP) when osteocompetent cells (i.e., 
MC3T3, MSCs) were exposed to ISS was also reported 
in the literature (Scaglione et al., 2008; Kraft et al., 2010; 
Milkiewicz et al., 2007). The disagreement between the 
literature reports and the aforementioned results of the 
present study may be due to differences of the experimental 
conditions used including different osteogenic media 
(Scaglione et al., 2008; Sharp et al., 2009; Kraft et al., 
2010), type of substrate material (for example, poly(D,L-
lactic-coglycolic acid), structure (i.e., 3-D) of the substrate 
scaffolds (Liu et al., 2011; Holtorf et al., 2005; Liu et al., 
2012; Ban et al., 2011)), type of the mechanical stimulus 
(for example, sustained shear stress (Grellier et al., 2009)), 
and species (for example, rat MSCs; Holtorf et al., 2005). 
The results of the present study focused exclusively on 
the investigation of the early (specifically, immediately 
after exposure (0 h), as well as at 1 h and 6 h) responses 
of hMSCs following a 30 min exposure to mechanical 
loading, and provided an important addition to current 
knowledge that longer (e.g., in terms of duration and 
frequency) exposures of osteocompetent cells (i.e., MSCs) 
promote osteogenic differentiation. Last, but not least, the 
down-regulation of HIF1A (a regulator for angiogenesis 
under low oxygen tension conditions) observed 6 h after 
the hMSCs were exposed to ISS (but not to CHP; Fig. 
4F) may be interpreted that the ISS (but not CHP) milieu 
provided conditions for efficient transport of oxygen.
 In  o rder  to  conf i rm aspec ts  o f  per t inen t 
mechanotransduction mechanisms, activation of ERK1/2 
under ISS and CHP was examined because this pathway 
participates in cellular mechanotransduction, specifically, 
in the “translation” of mechanical signals into intracellular 
biological signals that regulate cell proliferation and 
differentiation (Fan et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2006; Kanno et 
al., 2007; Ward et al., 2007). This effect was corroborated 

by the result of the present study that ERK1/2 activation 
occurred only when hMSCs were exposed to ISS (Fig. 
5 and Fig. 6). Confirmation of ERK1/2 mediation was 
provided by the fact that pre-treatment of hMSCs with 
U0126, a specific inhibitor of ERK1/2 activation, abolished 
the effect of ISS on early PTGS2 gene activation (data 
not shown). This result is similar to that observed with, 
and reported for, human dental pulp MSCs (Kraft et al., 
2010). In contrast, ERK1/2 was not activated when the 
hMSCs tested in the present study were exposed to CHP 
(Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). In this regard, the results of the present 
investigation differ from literature reports that exposure of 
hMSCs to cyclic hydrostatic pressure (Kim et al., 2007) and 
to cyclic compression (Pelaez et al., 2012) induces early 
activation of the ERK1/2 pathway. The aforementioned 
differences regarding activation of ERK1/2 by CHP may be 
reconciled by taking into consideration that, when hMSCs 
were seeded into either fibrin (Pelaez et al., 2012) or poly 
lactic-coglycolic acid (Simmons et al., 2003) scaffolds and 
submitted to compression, the cells were simultaneously 
exposed not only to compression or CHP (as in the case of 
the present experimental set-up) but also to stretching of 
the underlying polymeric substrate (Simmons et al., 2003). 
Scaffolds composed of flexible materials may stretch 
upon compression and/or exposure to ISS; in addition, 
compression of such scaffolds under CHP induces shear 
stress through fluid flow inside porous scaffold-structures.
 The 3D and 2D culture modalities are “models” which 
provide opportunities to investigate in vitro cell responses 
and functions pertinent to many biomedical applications. 
Each of the aforementioned models requires experimental 
methodologies which vary in their complexity as well as 
in the necessary expertise and required instrumentation. 
For example, 2D models allow easier visualisation of 
patterns of cell adhesion and morphology using routine 
microscopy techniques and instruments such as light and/
or fluorescence microscopes. In contrast, analyses of the 
aforementioned cell functions in 3D models require special 
instruments (such as confocal microscopes) and pertinent, 
specialised expertise. Due to the special architecture and 
structure of the 3D systems, the mechanical milieu is more 
complex (but also more pertinent) to studies with cells 
which focus on the combined (and simultaneous) effect(s) 
of several types of mechanical stimuli. Undoubtedly, the 
major advantage of the 3D systems is that they resemble 
“more closely” the in vivo scenario. It should be kept in 
mind, however, that all these systems are “models” with 
certain advantages and limitations; these aspects should 
be taken into consideration (and not be forgotten) by 
the researchers who use these models/systems. It could 
be argued, however, that at the cellular level (which is 
appropriate for a molecular-level study), the 2D culture 
scenario is another pertinent model.
 In summary, the fact that exposure of hMSCs to ISS 
induced up-regulation of all molecular/gene markers tested 
in the present study, provided evidence of the importance 
of the effects of this mechanical stimulus on hMSCs 
because the upregulated compounds are bioactive and are 
involved in regulating or/and in controlling various aspects 
of the tissue healing process. In contrast, the evidence that 
exposure of hMSCs to CHP resulted in small up-regulation 
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of fewer of the genes tested, but no up-regulation of the 
ERK1/2 pathway, suggests that the regime of CHP tested 
does not affect these functions of hMSCs. These results 
establish that, compared to CHP, ISS is a more effective 
stimulus for inducing hMSC responses pertinent to the bone 
healing process. Such findings have important relevance 
for biomedical applications and could be used in designing 
bioreactors to provide appropriate micro-environments for 
exposing stem cells to mechanical (specifically, ISS rather 
than CHP) stimuli as well as to pertinent biochemical cues 
in order to achieve either stem cell expansion or their 
differentiation along specific phenotype pathways.
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Discussion with Reviewers

Reviewer II: The authors applied relatively low 
magnitudes of CHP to MSCs, but cells and tissues of the 
musculoskeletal system will be subjected to much higher 
magnitudes of CHP in vivo. Do the authors believe that 
their findings that ISS is a more effective stimulus to MSCs 
than CHP are universal, or restricted to the magnitudes 
investigated in this study?
Authors: We agree that in some musculoskeletal areas, 
such as articular cartilage, cells are exposed to mechanical 
loads in the MPa range. However, the magnitude of 
mechanical forces experienced by either organs, tissues or 

cells of the body is extremely different (from a few Pascals 
(shear stress) to Mega Pascals (hydrostatic pressure). 
What exactly is the portion/level of the mechanical forces 
applied on the bone cells and how these cells perceive 
and convert these signals give rise to many questions. 
The ranges of the mechanical stimuli used in the present 
study were defined based on pertinent literature reports, in 
which the same type of mechanical stimuli at the cellular 
level was used. These stimuli magnitudes were within 
the same order as the values (0.8-3 Pa) of shear stress in 
vivo (Weinbaum et al., 1994). The authors believe that 
ISS is a more effective stimulus to MSCs than CHP in 2D 
models investigated in this study. But it should be kept in 
mind, however, that 2D systems are “models” with certain 
advantages and limitations; these aspects should be taken 
into consideration (and not be forgotten) by the researchers 
who use these models/systems.
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